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ABSTRACT 

It was noted that using PROC IMPORT procedure to convert the same Excel data file to SAS dataset, the 
outputs could be inconsistent from different computers.  The objective of this manuscript is to investigate 
the inconsistencies and to provide explanations and solutions.  Several Excel data files were tested.  It 
was observed that different outcomes were due to the SAS version or the maintenance release on 
different PCs.    
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INTRODUCTION 

BACKGROUND 

Laboratory experiments are conducted on animals to determine the potential cardiovascular and 
respiratory effects after the administration of pharmaceutical compounds in development.  Since these 
standard procedures are performed routinely, SAS macros were generated to conduct the statistical 
analysis and produce graphs and summary tables. 

In a study team with multiple users, the computer for each team member might have different SAS 
versions or maintenance release.  Different SAS versions could generate different statistical outputs, 
even the same SAS codes were used.    

HOW TO FIND OUT THE SAS MAINTENANCE RELEASE VERSION 

Method 1: Open SAS. The top 4 rows in the log window indicate the maintenance release version. 

Method 2: SAS automatic macro variable SYSVLONG provides the release number and maintenance 
level of SAS software.   

 

%put I am using maintenance release: &sysvlong; 
 

The automatic macro variable SYSVLONG is utilized to direct SAS code using the correct procedure per 
different SAS version or maintenance release.  
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Display 1: SAS 9.3 TS1M0 

 

 
Display 2: SAS 9.4 TS1M2 

ISSUE 1: INCONSISTENT VARIABLE NAMES IN XLSX DRIVER 

The IMPORT procedure reads in external data and writes it to a SAS dataset.  The external data could be 
EXCEL data, ACCESS data, STATA data … etc.     The DBMS option specifies the type of data to be 
imported.  Different results produced from DBMS=EXCEL and DBMS=XLSX are discussed below. 

The IMPORT procedure generates SAS variable names from the data value of the first row.  If data value 
of the first row is not a valid SAS name, then the IMPORT procedure using GETNAMES=NO option to 
generate the default SAS variable name. 

DBMS XLSX driver creates the variable names such as letter ‘A’ for the first column, ‘B’ for the second 
column, ‘C’ for the third column… etc. 
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However, when using DBMS XLSX driver in the earlier maintenance releaseSAS® 9.3 (TS1M0), the 
default variable names are named incorrectly.   The variable names would be off by one letter.  The first 
variable name becomes ‘B’, second ‘C’, third ‘D’ … etc.   

This software bug has been documented in SAS / SUPPORT / SAMPLES & SAS NOTES Problem Note 
47365 (http://support.sas.com/kb/47/365.html). 

The code listed below is an example. 

PROC IMPORT  
DATAFILE="C:\Biometrics Summary Excel.xlsx"  
DBMS=XLSX  
OUT=_infiles   

      REPLACE; 
GETNAMES=NO;  

RUN;  
 

Display 3: XLSX Driver Output: SAS Version: SAS® 9.3 software (TS1M0) 
 

The same code executed in SAS 9.4 / SAS 9.3 (TS1M1) or later release does not have this bug.  The 
variable names are named correctly starting from A, B, C … etc.  

Display 4: XLSX Driver Output: SAS Version: SAS® 9.4 software / SAS® 9.3 software (TS1M1) or a later 
release 

SOLUTION 1 

DBMS EXCEL driver does not have such bug in different maintenance versions.  The first variable name 
is always ‘F1’, second ‘F2’, third ‘F3’ … etc.  When there is no particular reason to use the XLSX driver, it 
is recommended to use EXCEL driver instead of XLSX driver in order to avoid the inconsistent variable 
names.   An example is listed below. 
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PROC IMPORT  
DATAFILE="C:\Biometrics Summary Excel.xlsx"  
DBMS=EXCEL  
OUT=_infiles   

      REPLACE; 
GETNAMES=NO;  

RUN; 
The same SAS code executed in SAS 9.4 / SAS 9.3 (TS1M0) or later release creates the exactly same 
variable names. 

 

Display 5: EXCEL Driver Output: SAS Version: SAS® 9.3 software (TS1M0) 

 
Display 6: EXCEL Driver Output: SAS Version: SAS® 9.4 software / SAS® 9.3 software (TS1M1) or a later 
release 

SOLUTION 2 

Utilize automatic variable SYSVLONG to direct SAS code using the correct procedure per different SAS 
version or maintenance release.  

The code listed below corrects the variable names.  If the computer user has SAS 9.3 (TS1M0), this code 
will be executed.   For the same code in SAS 9.3 (TS1M1), later maintenance release or SAS 9.4, this 
step will be skipped.   An example is listed below. 

%macro fixdata; 
    %if %sysfunc(substr(&sysvlong,1,9)) = 9.03.01M0 %then %do; 
        data _infiles; 
            set _infiles (rename=(B=A C=B D=C E=D F=E)); 
        run; 
 
        proc print data=_infiles(obs=10); 
            title1 "I am using maintenance release: &sysvlong"; 
            title2 "data is fixed"; 
        run;     
    %end; 
%mend; 
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ISSUE 2: MISUSE OF MIXED STATEMENT IN DBMS=XLSX 

Statement MIXED=YES is used frequently in IMPORT procedure to convert both character and numeric 
data in the same column to character data only.  It could happen that DBMS=XLSX works correctly when 
it is used in SAS 9.3, but generates error messages in SAS 9.4.  See examples below. 

PROC IMPORT DATAFILE="C:\Biometrics Summary Excel.xlsx"  
     DBMS=XLSX  
     OUT=_infiles  
     REPLACE; 
     MIXED=YES; 
RUN; 

 

 
Display 7: XLSX Driver Output: there is no error message in SAS® 9.3 
 

 

Display 8: XLSX Driver Output: same code in SAS® 9.4 creates error message 
 

The reason for the error message according to “SAS/ACCESS® 9.4 Interface to PC Files: Reference, 
Fourth Edition” is in SAS 9.4 both XLSX and XLS formats assume MIXED=YES.  There is no option to 
select MIXED=YES or NO.  Furthermore, XLSX only supports options GETNAMES, RANGE, and 
SHEET. 
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In SAS® 9.4, an error message will show if MIXED= option is used with DBMS=XLSX. 

However, in SAS® 9.3, though MIXED= option is not supported by DBMS=XLSX, no error message is 
produced. 

The logic is that Mixed=YES examines the first eight rows by default in the Excel data file.  When the 
value is mixed with both character and numeric value, the column is converted to character variable. 
Actually MIXED=  is only compatible with the MS Jet/Excel engine, therefore only DBMS=EXCEL (SAS 
EXCEL LIBNAME ENGINE) supports MIXED option.  DBMS=XLSX does not support this feature. 

SOLUTION 

In PROC IMPORT procedure with DBMS=XLSX option, the MIXED option should be removed.  Although 
SAS 9.3 does not produce an error message, MIXED= should not be used with DBMS=XLSX in a 
program, so that the same code can be reused in later versions.  
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CONCLUSION 

Procedure PROC IMPORT is a common tool used to convert Excel data file to SAS dataset.   The two 
possibilities which could generate inconsistent SAS outputs from the procedure PROC IMPORT were 
explained in this paper.  It was observed the discrepancies were due to either different SAS versions or 
different maintenance releases used on different PCs.  Detailed discussions on the causes and the 
solutions for inconsistent outputs were provided.  It was concluded that the automatic variable 
SYSVLONG is a practical and effective tool to enhance the robustness of an automated SAS program.  
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